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Abstract—Despite the wide of range of research and technologies that deal with the problem of routing in computer
networks, there remains a gap between the level of network
hardware administration and the level of business requirements
and constraints. Not much has been accomplished in literature
in order to have a direct enforcement of such requirements on
the network. This paper presents a new solution in specifying
and directly enforcing security policies to control the routing
configuration in a software-defined network by using row-level
security checks. We show, as a first step, how a specific class of
such policies, namely multilevel security policies, can be enforced
on a database-defined network, which presents an abstraction of
a network’s configuration as a set of database tables. We show
that such policies can be used to control the flow of data in the
network either in an upward or downward manner.
Index Terms—Software-Defined Networking, Database-Defined
Networking, Information Flow Control, Row-Level Security,
Security Policies, Multilevel Security

I. I NTRODUCTION
Complexity and robustness remain some of the main challenges that dominate the networking world [20], which are
still frequently researched and thought over at the low level
of the network hardware with little provision for establishing
a direct relationship with business and application requirements and constraints. Moreover, nowadays the majority of
the provided solutions are tightly restricted to vendor-specific
hardware and hence, network administrators require extensive
knowledge of the network technologies in order to enforce
specific administration rules. By contrast, Software-Defined
Networks (SDNs) [22] have emerged as a new paradigm based
on the separation of network control plane from data plane and
therefore facilitate a high-level management of the network
in a direct manner. The control plane, being a logically centralized controller or a set of cooperating SDN controllers, is
often implemented using standards such as OpenFlow protocol
[28], which collect information from the data plane and offer
a global view to the network operators. Moreover, all the
management tasks are implemented as applications working
on top of the controller.
More recently, a new approach to the implementation of
SDNs has emerged aimed at simplifying the task of network administration through the introduction of further databased abstractions of the control and data planes. This approach is called Database-Defined Networking (DDN) [33],
which represents the entire network through standard relational

databases. DDNs simplify the network management since the
interface to its current state becomes purely database defined.
Hence, the network can be queried and its configuration updated using standard data languages, such as Standard Query
Language (SQL). Interestingly, it becomes straightforward to
divide the network into multiple zones and enforce access rules
on those zones using access control lists [18].
In this short paper, we demonstrate that recent security
mechanisms in databases, particularly, row-level security, can
be used to enforce more complex security policies, such as
those using multilevel security [5], [6], [13] to control the flow
of data. Row-level security has recently emerged as a feature
in database management systems, allowing administrators to
introduce security policy checks at the level of a row in a
table. We demonstrate that changes in the network topology
can be policy-controlled through the enforcement of policies
on table rows such that only “good” topologies are deployed.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section II,
we give an overview of the background relevant to the work
of this paper discussing both database-defined networking and
row-level security. In Section III, we discuss some related
works in current literature. In Section IV, we give an overview
of our proposed approach to the tackling of the problem of policy enforcement in database-defined networking. In Section V,
we define a method for enforcing multilevel security policies in
the routing of packets within a database-defined network using
the row-level security feature in modern database systems.
Finally, in Section VI, we conclude the paper and suggest
some directions for future research.
II. BACKGROUND
We give here a summary background on two of the relevant
concepts that drive the work presented in this paper, namely
database-defined networking and row-level security.
A. Database-Defined Networking
Database-Defined Networking (DDN) is a concept of using
relational databases as an abstraction for managing an SDN,
DDN is similar to Declarative Networking [25] but applied in
the context of SDN. The concept of DDN has recently been
introduced in RAVEL [33], which is a database-defined controller that represents the network using a standard relational
database, e.g. PostgreSQL [19]. The architecture of RAVEL
is shown in Figure 1.

•

where fid is an integer representing the identity of a
flow (path), pid is an integer representing the identity
of the previous hop node, sid is an integer representing
the identity of the current switch (node) and finally, nid
is an integer representing the identity of the next hop
node. It is this table that defines how a packet is routed
over the network.
tm: this is an end-to-end reachability matrix describing
properties of the current source-to-destination flow (path).
This table is defined by the type:
tm(fid integer, src integer, dst
,→
integer, vol integer, FW integer,
,→
LB integer)

Fig. 1. RAVEL Architecture [34]

The design of RAVEL is driven by a separation of data
and control planes, which revolves around data representation.
In RAVEL, to merge multiple views into single coherent
forwarding behavior, the system automatically orchestrates the
abstractions thereby allowing multiple simultaneous abstractions to collectively drive control [33].
Ravel’s database view has numerous benefits as the adhoc programmable abstractions are facilitated through the
database views. This enables the construction and building
of new applications on one another. Another positive feature
is the ability to express integrity constraints above views,
where high-level policy constraints are expressed through the
use of SQL statements, and the controllers are constructed
dynamically while running. Additionally, RAVEL provides
an SQL interface through which the state of the network
can be viewed and its configurations be updated. This will
allow application developers and network operators to control
and query the network through a SQL interface. As a result,
RAVEL represents a network in a flat manner exposing the
topology and forwarding information as three tables:
•

tp: this is the network topology table representing pairs
of connected nodes. This table is defined by the type:
tp(sid integer, nid integer, ishost
,→
integer, isactive integer, bw
,→
integer)

•

where sid is an integer representing the identity of the
current switch (node), nid is an integer representing the
identity of the next hop node, ishost is a 0/1 integer
to denote whether the current node is a host (1) or not
(0), isactive is a 0/1 integer to denote whether the
current link between sid-nid is online (1) or not (0)
and finally, bw is an integer denoting the bandwidth of
the link between sid-nid.
cf: this is a table representing per-switch configurations.
This table is defined by the type:
cf(fid integer, pid integer, sid
,→
integer, nid integer)

where fid is an integer representing the identity of
the current flow, src is an integer representing the IP
address of the source node in the flow, dst is an integer
representing the IP address of the destination node in
the flow, vol is an integer representing the amount of
traffic volume allocated for the path, FW is a 0/1 integer
denoting whether the data flow of the path has to pass
through a firewall (1) or not (0) and finally, LB is a 0/1
integer denoting whether the flow in the path has to be
load-balanced (1) or not (0).
Additionally, there are other node tables, which include a host
and a switch table as well as a generic node table containing
the identities and names of all the nodes in the network.
B. Row-Level Security
Recently, Microsoft [27] and PostgreSQL [30] released a
new feature called Row-Level Security (RLS), that integrates
with their database management systems. Whilst previously,
security was enforced on a whole table, RLS introduces finegrained security policy checks at the level of single rows in a
database table. Under an RLS policy, users are able to create
security conditions on tables that they own to grant access to
other subjects. Each security policy consists of:
• A subject to whom the policy grants access.
• An SQL expression that evaluates to true for all records
the subject is able to access in the table.
• An
SQL command (Select, Insert, All,
etc) or role that the security policy applies to.
To create a policy, the following syntax is used:
CREATE POLICY name ON table_name
[ FOR { ALL | SELECT | INSERT | UPDATE |
,→
DELETE } ]
[ TO { role_name | PUBLIC | CURRENT_USER |
,→
SESSION_USER } [, ...] ]
[ USING ( using_expression ) ]
[ WITH CHECK ( check_expression ) ]

Various security policies can be defined for a table by users,
these policies can be easily granted, revoked, and modified.
Moreover, anytime users issue a query against a table, the SQL
expressions of all security policies defined on the table that
match the SQL command issued by the subject or the subject’s
role will be evaluated as predicates on the issued query. This
ensures that the query executed by the subject only applies
to records in the table that render the expressions true. Each

existing table row is checked against the expression specified
in USING, while new rows that would be created via INSERT
or UPDATE are checked against the expression specified in
WITH CHECK. Both USING and WITH CHECK accept only
SQL conditional expressions returning a Boolean value (True,
False, Null). In order to created policy to be enforced, RLS
should be enabled using the following command:
ALTER TABLE sometable ENABLE ROW LEVEL
,→
SECURITY;

III. R ELATED W ORK
Network management has developed and becomes more
vibrant, with the SDN paradogm emerging in recent years
[23]. The integration of the Internet, software technologies
and traditional telecommunication technologies has brought
challenges to network and service operators as far as service
deployment and management [10], [11], [17] are concerned.
One particular challenging area is the management of security
policies. We outline below a few related works in this area
that have been proposed and implemented recently.
The authors in [16] proposed Frenetic, an OpenFlow-based
network programming language, which provides an interface
to query traffic information and create policies to react to
network events. Simplification of network event programming
and retrieval of traffic information is the main focus of
Frenetic, though it does not provide alternative mechanisms
for handling events sent by network switches. Procera, another
high-level language proposed in [21], allows administrators
to define policies and deploy in SDN networks. A dynamic
network reconfiguration is required for this framework since it
focuses on event-driven networks. According to [1], in order to
validate the Procera framework, the scalability of the number
of rules and the performance related to the time of translation
of these rules to OpenFlow rules remains to be evaluated.
Fresco [31] is another OpenFlow-based security framework,
where the security modules are exposed to external users
giving them the ability to define and enforce security policies.
Definition of the types, input/output parameters, actions and
events are all required information for using Fresco. Fresco
can be compared to Procera and Frenetic, in terms of allowing
network events to be manipulated and in handling them
through predefined modules.
Ponderflow [4] uses the Ponder language [12] for managing
an OpenFlow network. The main drawback of Ponderflow,
however, is that it lacks policy conflict resolution mechanisms.
In addition to that, no experiments were made by the authors,
for translating the proposed Ponderflow language to OpenFlow
rules, to validate their approach within a real-world scenario.
OpenSec [24] is another policy-based network security management system, in which the authors focused on simplifying
how network security policies are implemented and how they
can respond to system alerts. OpenSec implements network
policies in a simple language, which is then automatically
converted into a set of rules that are set up into the network
devices’ level. OpenSec allows administrators to define a flow
in terms of OpenFlow matching fields and identify which

security properties should apply to that flow. Additionally,
administrators can specify security levels that determine how
OpenSec would react to malicious traffic, if detected.
PolicyCop proposed in [3] as, an autonomic framework
for Quality-of-Service (QoS) policy enforcement in SDNs, by
which service-level agreements are allowed to be specified
for implementation and enforcement of QoS policies in an
OpenFlow-based network. PolicyCop converts QoS policies
into flow rules.
Recently, the authors in [32] proposed a network policy chain criteria based on the Database-Defined Networks
approach, they employ the database integrity constraints to
provide a logical framework to describe network policies.
Moreover, the core idea behind thier work is the semantic
modelling of network policies as integrity constraints that is
managed by relational database.
Finally, the work most relevant to the work presented in
our paper here is the information-flow type system defined
by [8]. The type system ensures secure flow of information
according to some high- and low-level classification relation.
However, their treatment is restricted to the preservation of
the secrecy of data, and it requires the implementation of a
secure controller system that will replace the standard SDN
controller, rendering their approach more complex than ours.
IV. T HE P ROPOSED A PPROACH
Our main approach is to control the manner in which
network routing configurations are generated such that only
those configurations, (in RAVEL, defined by the cf table),
that confirm to some predefined security policy are allowed to
be deployed upon the underlying network architecture. In this
sense, we maintain secure network flow of data as defined by
the security policy being enforced.
As shown in Figure 2, our approach currently uses RLS
to enforce Multi-Level Security (MLS)-based policies. The
interaction of the business applications with the network tables
is limited through the policy specification and enforcement
layers.

Fig. 2. Overview of our Approach

This can be represented as the following ζ matrix:

V. E NFORCING MLS P OLICIES
We introduce the idea that multilevel security policies can
be used to control the flow of packets and data in a DDN
using the RLS mechanism. We give first a short introduction
to multilevel security, afterward we demonstrate how upward
and downward routing of data packets can be achieved.
A. Multilevel Security
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Multilevel Security (MLS) models are built based on the
classifications expressed by security levels of the system
components. Data objects have security levels and users have
clearance levels. The security levels of objects are known as
security labels. A security label can contain one security level
or a list of levels. Formally, an MLS labelling system can be
defined as a bounded lattice, LatticeS of security labels [15]:
LatticeS = (LS , ≤S , >S , ⊥S )
where LS is a set of labels representing security sensitivity or
classification levels, ranged over by `i , where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
for some value of n. This set is accompanied by the partial
ordering relation ≤S , which is reflexive, antisymmetric and
transitive. The structure becomes a lattice when for any two
levels, `1 , `2 ∈ LS , then both `1 and `2 would have a least
upper bound (>{`1 ,`2 } ) and a greatest lower bound (⊥{`1 ,`2 } )
within LS . The highest label in the lattice is called >S and
the lowest level ⊥S . An example of a lattice is the lattice
constructed from the power set of a set and ordered by the
non-strict subset inclusion relation, (℘(Set), ⊆, Set, {}).
A special case of a lattice is one in which the relation ≤S
is a total ordering, where there are no incomparable elements:
∀`i , `j ∈ LS : (`i ≤S `j ∨ `j ≤S `i )
An example of such a total order would be the chain of
document security classifications:
public ≤S confidential ≤S secret ≤S top secret
Next, we consider the problem of encoding lattices as
tables in order for the information contained in them to be
enforceable within the environment of relational databases. A
lattice of security labels can be encoded as a matrix using ζ
matrices [2] as follows:
ζ(`i , `j ) = 1 iff `i ≤S `j
for any two security labels, `i , `j ∈ LS . Otherwise, ζ(`i , `j ) =
0. Furthermore, it is possible to model a ζ matrix as a table
with the following type, and where B = {0, 1}:
TableS : LS × LS × B
In SQL, this can be implemented with the following command:
CREATE TABLE mls_lattice (label_i int, label_j
,→
int, zetavalue_ij int)

≤S
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Where the diagonal running from the top left to the bottom
right of the matrix is filled with 1s due to the reflexive
nature of ≤S . The matrix is then encoded as an SQL table
with the values (`i , `j , ζ(`i , `j )) for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Another approach for encoding a lattice as a table was given
by Denning [14] using flow-preserving mappings.
As we discussed earlier and as demonstrated by the RAVEL
system, a DDN facilitates the notion of the management
of network topology and routing using a purely databaseoriented approach. Row-level security further controls the
manner in which the basic network tables should be updated
and viewed. In the case of MLS-based policies, it is possible
to combine the above representation of MLS systems with
network management, for example, how packet routes should
be defined in a DDN. We shall demonstrate next how variants
of two well-known MLS-based policies, the Bell-La-Padula
(BLP) [5] and the BIBA [6] policies, can be encoded in RLS
to enforce upward or downward flows of data. Furthermore,
the security labeling of network components will allow end-toend assurance of integrity and/or confidentiality, based on the
security policy type that is enforced. For instance, the authors
in [29] categorised the network into various zones (red, gray
and black) on the basis of data sensitivity that need to be
carried over the network. Similarly, our approach associates
each node (e.g. switch and router) in the network with a
security label and allows policy-controlled traffic among the
classified network.
B. Enforcing Upward Flow of Data
We start first by defining the cf table as a function:
cf : N → ((N × N × N )  N )
which takes as input the path’s number (i.e. fid) and returns
as output an injective function, which can provide a sequence
of triples representing the numbers of nodes forming the path,
defined as the number of the current switch (i.e. sid), the
previous (i.e. pid) and next (i.e. nid) nodes. This triple is
an expression of the configuration of the various switches on
the network that the path traverses. The fact that each triple
is itself mapped to a number renders the triple as an ordered
sequence.
For simplicity, and for a given path fid , we refer to the first
node that appears in the path as the source srcf id :
srcf id = fst((cf(fid ))−1 (1))

For example, consider the following lattice:
({`1 , `2 , `3 , `4 , `5 }, ((`2 ≤S `1 ), (`3
`2 ), (`4 ≤S `3 ), (`5 ≤S `4 )), `1 , `5 )

`1

`1 ), (`4

≤S

where fst is a special function that returns the first element in
a tuple t, assuming n ≥ 1:
∀t, t = (e1 , . . . , en ) : fst(t) = e1

We can similarly define the second and third elements, assuming consecutively that n ≥ 2 and n ≥ 3:
∀t, t = (e1 , . . . , en ) : snd(t) = e2

ζ(θ(sid), θ(nid)) = 1 to ensure that data are always being
routed to switches classified at higher levels.
Figure 3 shows an example of a routing configuration that
will preserve upward routing of packets (á la Formula (2)).

∀t, t = (e1 , . . . , en ) : thd(t) = e3
We consider here a policy that states that packets (i.e. data)
must only travel upward, akin to the properties of a BLP policy
[5] preserving the secrecy of data. We define the following
logical formula to formalise this kind of data flows:
(θ(fst((cf(fid ))

−1

(θ(snd((cf(fid ))

(i))) ≤S θ(snd((cf(fid ))

−1

−1

(i))) ≤S θ(thd((cf(fid ))

(i)))) (2)

where i is ranged over the number of entries a particular path
fid has in a routing table, equivalent to the size of the injective
function cf(fid ):
i = 1 . . . |cf(fid )|
Formula (2) states that packets should only be routed on
switches of increasing security classifications and therefore,
packets (and hence data) are always travelling in an upward
direction in the security lattice.
The security label for a node itself is returned via the special
function θ, defined as:
θ : N → LS
which takes a number identifying some node and returns the
security label for that node.
A simpler and less restrictive variation of Formula (2) would
have been to say that only the source of the packet is less than
or equal in its security classification than other nodes in the
path on which the packet will travel:
∀n

∈

cf(fid )−1 (i)

:

θ(srcf id )

≤S

H1

∧

(i))))

−1

L4

CREATE POLICY UpwardFlow ON cf FOR ALL TO
,→
PUBLIC USING ((select zetavalue_ij from
,→
mls_lattice where pid=
label_i and sid=label_j)=1 and (select
,→
zetavalue_ij from mls_lattice where
,→
sid=label_i and nid=label_j)=1)
WITH CHECK ((select zetavalue_ij from
,→
mls_lattice where pid=label_i and
,→
sid=label_j)=1 and (select zetavalue_ij
,→
from mls_lattice where sid=label_i and
,→
nid=label_j)=1);

The condition on both the USING and WITH CHECK parts
is similar; this is to ensure that the upward flow of data
condition is preserved both in the current and next state
of the cf table after the changes have been applied to it.
Both conditions ensure that ζ(θ(pid), θ(sid)) = 1 and
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Fig. 3. Example of Routing Following Upward Flow

C. Enforcing Downward Flow of Data
The next policy we consider is the reverse of the previous
one. It requires packets to travel downward only in terms
of security labels. This policy is similar to the BIBA policy
[6], where data are deemed to be potentially dangerous to
the (integrity of the) entities consuming them. As such, by
reversing the direction of ordering in Formula (2), one can
obtain an integrity-preserving policy:
(θ(thd((cf(fid ))−1 (i))) ≤S θ(snd((cf(fid ))−1 (i))))

∧

(θ(snd((cf(fid ))−1 (i))) ≤S θ(fst((cf(fid ))−1 (i)))) (3)
again, where i = 1 . . . |cf(fid )|. This formula ensures that only
high-level entities can forward data to the lower-level ones. It
is also possible to obtain its less restrictive variation as follows:

θ(n)

again where i = 1 . . . |cf(fid )|. This variation is less restrictive
as it allows more freedom for the packets to travel within a
section of the network, as long as the section itself is of higher
classification than the classification of the source node.
1) Implementation in SQL: The upward flow of data condition as formulated in Formula (2) can be enforced as an RLS
policy defined in the following manner:

L4

∀n

∈

cf(fid )−1 (i)

:

θ(n)

≤S

θ(srcf id )

Which only compares the level of the source node with a
section of the network on which packets will travel, and does
not require that the flow is continuously going downwards.
1) Implementation in SQL: The BIBA integrity condition
is easy to implement and enforce in SQL as an RLS policy,
as follows, in order to enforce Formula (3):
CREATE POLICY DownwardFlow ON cf FOR ALL TO
,→
PUBLIC USING ((select zetavalue_ij from
,→
mls_lattice where pid= label_i and
,→
sid=label_j)=0 and (select zetavalue_ij
,→
from mls_lattice where sid=label_i and
,→
nid=label_j)=0) WITH CHECK ((select
,→
zetavalue_ij from mls_lattice where
,→
pid=label_i and sid=label_j)=0 and (select
,→
zetavalue_ij from mls_lattice where
,→
sid=label_i and nid=label_j)=0);

where this time, ζ(θ(pid), θ(sid))
=
0 and
ζ(θ(sid), θ(nid)) = 0 to ensure that data are always
being routed to switches classified at lower levels. Figure
4 shows a different example of a configuration that will
preserve in this case downward routing of packets.
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Fig. 4. Example of Routing Following Downward Flow

VI. C ONCLUSION
Since the emerging SDN technology attracts more and
more attention and applications with its benefits in flexibility
and programmability, controlling the network correctly and
efficiently with the new architecture is challenging. The concept of a DDN, as abstraction of an SDN, offers a great
opportunity to simplify the network management. Secure flow
of information in networks will continue to be a challenge
to the network operators due to the increasing demands on
the security of data. We presented in this paper a novel
approach in specifying and directly enforcing security policies
to control the routing configuration in a DDN by using rowlevel security checks. We showed how multilevel security
policies, upward and downward, can be enforced on a DDN
using the proposed approach, therefore maintaining a secure
flow of data throughout.
For future work, we plan to investigate how other models of
security policies, e.g. event-condition-actions, contextual and
obligation-based policies [26], Clark Wilson [9] and Chinese
Wall [7] can be managed and enforced within our approach
in order to achieve other aspects of information flow security.
Moreover, we plan to investigate how our approach can be
used alongside other dataflow confidentiality and integrity
mechanisms, such as cryptography, to combine different security approaches.
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